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* Hierarchy of plans and linkages
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Our vision is integral human development
achieved through an affordable education system
that appreciates Christian and traditional values,
and prepares literate, skilled and healthy citizens
by concentrating on the growth and development
of each individual’s personal viability and
character formation, while ensuring all can
contribute to the peace and prosperity of the
nation.

(NEP, UBE, Corporate Plan, Education Sector
Strategic Plan)
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 To facilitate and promote the integral development of
every individual

 To develop and encourage an education system which
satisfies the requirements of PNG and its people.

 To establish, preserve and improve standards of
education throughout PNG.

 To make the benefits of such education available as
widely as possible to all the people.

 To make education accessible to the poor and
physically, mentally and socially handicapped as well as
to those who are educationally disadvantaged.
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*Objectives

The Department has three objectives:

1. To develop an education system to meet the needs of 
Papua New Guinea and its people, which will provide 
appropriately for the return of children to the village 
community, for formal employment, or for 
continuation to further education and training,

2. To provide basic schooling for all children as this 
becomes feasible, and 

3. To help people understand the changes that are 
occurring in contemporary society through the 
provision of non-formal education and literacy 
programs
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* Priorities in the UBE & ESSP

*Priorities in UBE Priorities in ESSP 

To improve Important areas to address

- access - Access

- retention - Teachers & Teacher Education

- quality - Curriculum

- management - System Management & Planning

- equality - Technical & Vocational Education & Training

*Over the last 19 years (1992 to 2012) DOE has been implementing 
large scale structural and curriculum reforms to address issues of 
access, retention, standards, management and relevant curriculum 
suitable to community and country development needs.
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In terms of Enrolment
- 681,461 Elementary
- 735,723 Primary
- 121,639 Secondary
- 2020 National High Schools
- 21,000 Vocational schools
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* Where are we  now? Cont’d

Numbers of schools/institutions currently 
registered in the system 
- 7,820 Elementary
- 3,568 Primary
- 201 Secondary
- 6 National High Schools
- 131 Vocational Schools
- 20 FODE
- 118 Permitted schools
- 21 Special Education 
- 6 Technical Colleges
- 1 Polytechnic
- 9 Teachers Colleges (Govt/Agency) 
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TUITION FEE FREE DISBURSEMENT

 TFF MONIES WERE DONE TWO PAYMENTS

 FIRST PAYMENT

 SECOND PAYMENT

 GRAPHS BELOW INDICATE PAYMENTS MADE
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* TUITION FEE FREE DISBURSEMENT

APPROPRIATION = K300 MILLION

EXPENDITURE = K250 MILLION
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* TUITION FEE FREE DISBURSEMENT

Total Enrolments     Total Enrolments     =  1.7 million=  1.7 million
Students who already received TFFStudents who already received TFF =  1.4 =  1.4 million million 
Students yet to receive TFF  Students yet to receive TFF  =  0.3 million=  0.3 million
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* SECOND PAYMENT
APPROPRIATION = K334 MILLION

EXPENDITURE = K250 MILLION (GoPNG = K169 MILLION,   
AusAID = K  32 MILLION)
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DISTRIBUTION OF PAYMENTS BY SECTOR

*Total Number of schools =  11,130

*Received TFF = 9,258

*Yet to receive TFF = 2,872 
*Elementary = 2,232
* Primary =    640
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(a)The NEP 2005 was launched in March 2005

(b)Review conducted last month revealed 
interesting basic facts that are needed to be 
addressed

(c)A two year investment plan/action plan has 
been developed to implement the NEP in 2013 
& 2914

* NEP 2005-2014 Implementation & 
Review

(a)The NEP 2005 was launched in March 2005

(b)Review conducted last month revealed 
interesting basic facts that are needed to be 
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(c)A two year investment plan/action plan has 
been developed to implement the NEP in 2013 
& 2914
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 Are there enough elementary schools for children to access easily?

What is the situation of learning materials in elementary school 
classrooms?

 Stakeholder perception of the Pupil Teacher Ratio (PTR) in primary 
schools in their province

 Perceptions of students sharing textbooks
in primary classes in your province

 Perception about access to secondary schools

 Perceptions of students sharing textbooks
in secondary classes in your province

 Findings from the Secondary Data Analysis

* NEP REVIEW FINDINGS
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* Are there enough elementary schools for children to access 
easily?

Key Finding: Expand access to elementary education

69%  felt that GoPNG has not established enough 
elementary schools to enable all students to access 
easily

77% felt that their province had not achieved the NEP 
target of 98% enrolment of students enrolled in 
elementary school
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* What is the situation of learning materials in elementary 
school classrooms?

Key Finding: Need to increase the number of textbooks and 
learning materials in elementary schools

67% had seen very few books and learning materials in 
elementary classrooms they visited for students to learn 
with

94% found either some or very few learning materials in 
elementary classrooms they visited

69% felt that given a choice they would focus on teacher 
training as opposed to new classroom construction
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* Stakeholder perception of the PTR in primary schools in 
their province

Key Finding: Need to increase the number of trained teachers 
in primary schools

51% are saying that there are more than 40-50 students per 
teacher
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* Perceptions of students sharing textbooks
in primary classes in your province

Key Finding: Need to increase the number of textbooks 
and learning materials in primary schools.

74% indicated that Textbooks and learning materials are 
insufficient in the schools.  Students sharing Textbooks in 
the ratio of 2:1. There are possibilities of more students to  
a textbook.
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Perception about access to secondary schools

Key Finding: Expand access to secondary education

65% felt that GoPNG has not established an appropriate 
number of well-equipped and resourced secondary schools 
in their province

69% thought that the pupil to teacher ratio in secondary 
schools was more than 40 students to one teacher in their 
province
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* Perceptions of students sharing textbooks in secondary 
classes in your province

Key Finding: Need to increase the number of 
textbooks and learning materials in secondary 
schools

Textbooks and learning materials in the secondary 
schools are concern.

The finding reveal that more than 70% of the 
respondents indicated that 2 or more students 
share a book.
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* Findings from the Secondary Data Analysis - Elementary

23
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* Findings from the Secondary Data Analysis - Elementary
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* Findings from the Secondary Data Analysis - Elementary
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* Findings from the Secondary Data Analysis - Primary
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* Findings from the Secondary Data Analysis - Secondary
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* Gross Admission Rate-NEP projected and Actual
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* Challenges

Growth and Expansion of student enrolment in elementary, primary and secondary schools

Challenges
Lack of government support to finance the expansion of secondary and vocational schools
Infrastructure development lacking in secondary and vocational centres to carter for increase 
enrolment in elementary and primary education sectors.

Elementary Enrolment National Education Plan Projected and Actual

Major challenges - Elementary
Lack of proper infrastructure development
Many remote and rural communities yet to establish elementary schools.
Teacher training and development a major problem
Language of instruction in local vernacular is an issue with the community.

Primary Enrolment National Education Plan Projected and Actual
Challenges - Primary
Infrastructure development especially specialist science buildings
Lack of library and library resources

Major Challenges - Secondary
Government lack of support in the expansion and establishment of secondary schools
Many high schools yet to be converted into secondary status.
Number of spaces available in secondary schools is limited. Students who met entry requirements did not make 
it into secondary schools
Gross admission
Where are we going from here? 9/9/2012Department of Education 29
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* Where are we going from here?
Priorities for the last two years of the National Education Plan 

2005 - 2014

Elementary education

1. Increase the number of elementary schools in areas 
where there are high numbers of out of school 
children

2. Undertake elementary teacher training

3. Require elementary schools to use a % of Fee Free 
Tuition funds to buy learning materials

4. Ensure there are quality learning materials available 
on the market

5. Ensure S&G inspectors visit all elementary schools 
twice a year
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* Where are we going from here?
Priorities for the last two years of the National Education 

Plan 2005 - 2014

Primary education

1. Undertake primary teacher training

2. Require primary schools to use a % of Fee Free 
Tuition funds to buy learning materials

3. Ensure there are quality learning materials 
available on the market

4. Undertake an impact study of the curriculum
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* Where are we going from here cont’d?
Priorities for the last two years of the National Education 

Plan 2005 to 2014
Secondary education
1. Expand the number of secondary schools
2. Ensure S&G inspectors visit all secondary schools twice a year
3. Reinvigorate the National High Schools and introduce the 

School of Excellence (SOE) – to produce highly scientific, 
technological and technical workforce by 2050

FODE
1. Expand access to FODE
2. Revamp the FODE/Distance Education to cater for the large 

number of students leaving schools

TVET
1. Invest in expanding technical Colleges
2. Develop strategies to improve the quality of teaching and learning
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The challenges propels us to move forward, they provide the
motivation and stamina in striving for excellence aimed at
improving our five priorities:
Access
Retention
Quality
Equity
Management
These are aimed to address the higher order priorities of the 
Government that will eventually have an impact on our society.
DOE cannot do it alone, it requires other players to play their 
part in the education business – DOE will ensure to enhance the 
relationship of partners and encourage others to give a hand as 
well….

‘Educating a child is everybody’s business’
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